Chip Roy is dangerous and reckless when it comes to the coronavirus, he refuses to listen to the experts and even says medical experts are wrong. He makes outlandish and false claims like the virus will be gone after the election and that the virus is not dangerous to kids.

**Roy Argued For Reopening Society, Saying We Needed “Herd Immunity.”** “The goal here is for the least amount of human harm, right?” the Austin conservative said in a Wednesday interview with The Texas Tribune’s Evan Smith. ‘And so the virus is one piece of a much larger puzzle. So should we reopen our society? I believe yes. ‘I think it is important for us to engage as human beings together, to worship together, to work together. Can we do it in a way that protects the most vulnerable? ... It’s important that we do that, and we can do that.’ Roy argued that the American economy cannot freeze for the months or years it will take for scientists to develop a vaccine. ‘We need immune systems that are strong. We need immunity systems that can fight this,’ he said. ‘We need herd immunity. So we have to work through this together to get reengaged so we can build that up.’ When pressed over whether the herd immunity concept will lead to unnecessary deaths, Roy countered that the nationwide lockdown and its subsequent delays in cancer screenings and addiction treatment, as well as mental health ramifications from unemployment, have added to indirect death and suffering.” [Texas Tribune, 5/6/20]

**HEADLINE:** "We need herd immunity": U.S. Rep. Chip Roy of Texas says Americans can't wait for a vaccine to return to normalcy. [Texas Tribune, 5/6/20]

**Roy Criticized “Free People Wait[ing] Around For One Unelected Doctor To Tell Us When We Are ‘Safe.’”** “Why do free people wait around for one unelected doctor to tell us when we are “safe?” Especially when many experts have differing opinions, data show half of deaths are nursing homes, kids largely spared, & lockdown has arguably made worse. Cc: @realDonaldTrump @LetAmericaOpen” [Chip Roy via Twitter, 5/12/20]

**Roy’s Criticism Occurred During A Senate Hearing With Dr. Fauci.** [C-SPAN, 5/12/20]

**Roy Tweeted Coverage Of The Hearing, Posting A Daily Caller Tweet Quoting Sen. Rand Paul Saying, “As Much As I Respect You, Dr. Fauci, I Don’t Think You’re The End All.”**

[Chip Roy via Twitter, 5/12/20]

**Roy Cast Doubt On Data From The NIH And CDC.** “Some really smart Oxford epidemiologists offer some clarity on the virus - there are a lot of very clear-headed, smart folks out there (in USA & out) with varying views
well beyond what Americans have been fed from NIH & CDC. @realdonald trump & Congress should present these.” [Chip Roy via Twitter 7/20/20]

Roy Called For Giving Americans “The Truth” And Data About The Virus. “#UnleashAmerica: 1) Give Americans truth/data about the virus & we’ll beat it, 2) Restore Jobs: stand-alone vote on extension of PPP, & end job-killing federal UI increase, 3) Open schools or direct those dollars to parents, 4) cut taxes, & 5) make regulation freezes permanent.” [Chip Roy via Twitter, 7/20/20]

Roy Suggested COVID-19 Fatality Data Was Being Inflated.

[Chip Roy via Twitter, 7/24/20]

Roy Touted The Effectiveness Of Hydroxychloroquine.
Roy Touted The Effectiveness Of Hydroxychloroquine, Asking “Why Is This Political?” “I’m not a doctor - but this is a Yale professor of epidemiology & it cites legitimization studies of benefits of EARLY use of HCQ. Why is this political? Why do some choose to decide life/death issues because @realDonaldTrump said positive things about a potential treatment?” [Chip Roy via Twitter, 7/22/20]
The FDA Revoked The Emergency Use Authorization That Allowed Hydroxychloroquine To Be Used To Treat COVID-19, Saying It Was “Unlikely To Be Effective In Treating COVID-19” And Cited “Ongoing Serious Cardiac Adverse Events And Other Potential Serious Side Effects.” “Today, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) revoked the emergency use authorization (EUA) that allowed for chloroquine phosphate and hydroxychloroquine sulfate donated to the Strategic National Stockpile to be used to treat certain hospitalized patients with COVID-19 when a clinical trial was unavailable, or participation in a clinical trial was not feasible. The agency determined that the legal criteria for issuing an EUA are no longer met. Based on its ongoing analysis of the EUA and emerging scientific data, the FDA determined that chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine are unlikely to be effective in treating COVID-19 for the authorized uses in the EUA. Additionally, in light of ongoing serious cardiac adverse events and other potential serious side effects, the known and potential benefits of chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine no longer outweigh the known and potential risks for the authorized use.”

Roy Supported Doctors Speaking Out Against Social Distancing.
Roy Said He Didn’t Need To Wear A Mask But Those At Risk Should Wear Masks. [00:17:57] Q: “So now the point is, you don't feel like today that you necessarily have to wear a mask all the time because you're a cancer survivor and you don't think that that's necessarily required by either public policy or public health? ROY: “No. But what I would say is, for example, one of my staff's mothers just just finished treatment and got through cancer several. So she's staying removed. And I would wear a mask were I her. My dad is 77 and a polio survivor. I encourage them. He might in my moms wear masks and they've been largely removed. I do. I tend to believe that it's a mix. You know, we've seen some downsides. Guy got in a wreck because he was wearing a ninety five mask and deprive himself of some oxygen while driving his car. We ought to just use common sense judgment here. But for the most part, that's what people do. And by the way, different restaurants and different businesses can change their rules. So I went into one place, Graceland barbecue going out to 90. If you go out there, they require a mask.” [Texas Tribune via YouTube, 5/6/20]

Roy Said COVID-19 Was “All About Reclaiming Power In November” And “I Think On November 4, There’ll Be A Magic Awakening On How We Suddenly Beat The Virus.” [41:39] ROY: “I think we need this desperately to shine a light on the absolute fraud that is being perpetrated on the American people of fear. We are literally, purposefully allowing the government…we are purposely causing fear among the American people in by virtue of the actions or inactions of our government leaders and allowing the media to spin up that fear. That is unfortunate, and it is costing lives. And it is costing economic activity. It is costing jobs. It is costing mental health. And it’s frankly undermining our national security and health of our nation. And frankly, I don’t think that’s [inaudible]. I think that is by design. It is all about November and all about reclaiming power in November, and I think on November 4, there’ll be a magic awakening on how we suddenly beat the virus.” [Steve Deace Show via YouTube, 7/28/20]

HEADLINE: San Antonio Congressman Chip Roy Says the COVID Pandemic Is a Hoax Meant to Hurt the GOP. [San Antonio Current, 7/30/20]
Roy Said Kids Are “Not In Danger” From COVID-19. “Our kids’ school in Texas will be expanding outdoor classes as it opens. Of course we can adapt, but regardless, the current data is clear - according to reputable studies & epidemiologists - kids are not in danger, 0/little evidence kids transmit to adults, & schools can open.” [Chip Roy via Twitter, 7/22/20]